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Conventional Definitions of Resistance 
 

• "Any client behavior that exhibits a reluctance, on the part of the client, to participate in the 
tasks of therapy as set forward by the therapist," 

• "…any behavior that indicates covert or overt opposition to the therapist, the counseling 
process, or the therapist’s agenda," (Bischoff & Tracey, 1995, p. 488). 

 

Alternative Perspectives: The Social Interaction Theorists  
 
Resistance occurs as a result of a ''…negative interpersonal dynamic between the therapist and 
the client" (Otani, 1989, p. 459).  
 
"Resistance is defined as psychological forces aroused in the client that restrain acceptance of 
influence (acceptance of the counselor's suggestion) and are generated by the way the suggestion 
is stated and by the characteristics of the counselor stating it" (Strong and Matross, 1973, p. 26). 

 

Resistance and Influence: Breaking the Negative Cycle 

 
A general hierarchical list of the least forceful to most forceful methods to influence:  

 
least forceful  completely non-directive 

indirectly suggest  
directly suggest  
provide advice/educate  
confront  

most forceful  punitive force 
 

Resistance is created when the method of delivering influence is __________________  with the 
clients' current propensity to accept the manner in which the influence is delivered. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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General Principles for Managing Resistance  
 

Do the Unexpected__________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Slow the Pace________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Focus on Details_____________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Seek Emotionally Compelling Reasons for Change_____________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Maintain an Attitude of Naïve Puzzlement ____________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Establish Mutually Agree Upon Goals _______________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Conclusion __________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

All a client has to do to thwart your efforts is _______________.                   
                                                                        Adapted from King, 1992 
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 NOTES 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Fees Paid for Seminar Referrals 
 

If you know of an organization that could benefit from this seminar, we will gladly pay 
a 5% referral fee if your lead results in a seminar being presented.  Simply provide as 
much of the information below as you can so that contact can be made. 
 

Organization to which your are referring this seminar__________________________________________ 
 
Contact Person at That Organization ______________________________________________________ 
 
Address/Phone of Organization or Contact Person____________________________________________ 
 
Your name (referring agent) _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Your Address ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Your Phone ________________________________ Your Email  _______________________________ 



 

                
 

“This book should have been entitled, ‘Everything you didn’t learn about doing therapy in graduate school and 
wished you had.’ It is filled with stress reducing, cutting-edge ideas for managing resistance. A highly practical, 
must-read for all therapists.”  Bill O'Hanlon, author of Change 101 

 

“Stop resisting and buy this book! Simply put, it is the most practical book ever written on managing 
resistance. Your clients will be glad you read it!” Scott Miller, Ph.D., Director, Center for Clinical Excellence 

 

The book matches his training sessions: unambiguously presented, eminently practical, and highly 
engaging.” Robert E. Wubbolding, Ed.D., Director, Center for Reality Therapy 

 

“...by far, the best presentation of the therapeutic relationship I've yet run across.”  Tal Parsons  

  

  
 

Stop trying to break your bad habits with the agony of raw willpower. Welcome to the world of priming & 
dominant thoughts where you learn what is really controlling your behavior and how to partner with your 
subconscious to reprogram your mind-computer in the most convenient, efficient way possible. 
 

Therapists, did you know you are triggering unconscious action with virtually every therapeutic response 
you make? Priming stimulates the unconscious guidance system that controls behavior. Significantly, 
subconsciously activated goals can be more powerful than conscious goals. This book will teach you 
everything you need to know about the fascinating phenomenon of priming and how to proficiently 
incorporate it into your therapeutic dialogue. Written from a self-improvement perspective, the approach 
can also be used as a technique in and of itself to help you and your clients dissolve ineffective habits and 
create new ones. 

Available at www.cliftonmitchell.com or Amazon 

Priming: Programming the Mind for 
Habit Change and Success 

 

The Ultimate Guide to Programming the Most 
Important Computer in Your Life—Your Mind 

Are your self-defeating habits holding you back and 

interfering with your life satisfaction and success goals? 

 

Don’t Fight Your Bad Habits, Reprogram Them! 
 

 

Effective Techniques for Dealing with 
Highly Resistant Clients 2nd Ed. 

Clifton W. Mitchell, Ph.D. 

 

Hundreds of Innovative Approaches & Ideas 
To Prevent, Avoid, & Resolve Resistance 

A to-the-point, practically written guide that brings together 
tangible, stress-reducing approaches and techniques for dealing 

with your most frustrating clients. An invaluable resource that 
both the working practitioner and student will turn to when 

seeking realistic, pragmatic ideas & strategies for overcoming 
stagnation & creating therapeutic movement. 

http://www.cliftonmitchell.com/

